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ABSTRACT
Quantization of the pure 1 + 1 dimensional dilaton gravity is examined in the light-
cone gauge. It is found that the total action including ghosts generates a c = 0 free
conformal field theory without modification of the classical action, which is required in
the conformal gauge. We also study semiclassical equations of the dilaton gravity coupled
to N scalar fields. It is shown that the black hole singularity is not removed even for
N < 24 in the light-cone gauge. This indicates that the semiclassical analysis breaks
down for small N .
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The interest of studying two dimensional black hole physics has been growing recently.
A paticular interesting toy model describing the black hole formation and evapolation was
proposed by Callan, Giddings, Harvey and Strominger.
[1]
The system is two dimensional
gravity coupled to a dilaton φ and N scalar fields ϕi described by the classical action
Sclass. =
1
2pi
∫
d2x
√−g
[
e−2φ
(
R + 4(∇φ)2 + 4λ2)− 1
2
N∑
i=1
(∇ϕi)2
]
, (1)
which resembles the target space action of c = 1 non-critical string theory. It was conjec-
tured that the collapsing matter radiates away all of its energy before an event horizon
is formed and black holes thereby disappear from the quantum mechanical spectrum.
Subsequently it was shown that the gravitational collapse always develops a singularity
for large N and the semiclassical equations must break down before the singularity is
reached.
[2][3]
However Strominger
[4]
proposed a modification of the dilaton gravity action so that
dilaton, graviton or ghost does not contribute to the Hawking radiation. In order to
avoid such Hawking radiation it is natural to define the measure of graviton-dilaton-ghost
system with respect to the rescaled metric gˆµν = e
−2φgµν . It should be noted that the
measure of the matter fields must be defined by using the physical metric gµν , otherwise
we can not obtain Hawking radiation at all. The semiclasscal action turns out to be in
the conformal gauge gµν = e
2ρηµν as
S =
1
pi
∫
d2x
[
e−2φ
(
2∂+∂−ρ− 4∂+φ∂−φ+ λ2e2ρ
)
− N
12
∂+ρ∂−ρ+
1
2
N∑
i=1
∂+ϕi∂−ϕi + 2∂+(ρ− φ)∂−(ρ− φ)
]
.
(2)
It was also pointed out that the dilaton-gravity sector without the cosmological constant
term gives a free c = 26 conformal field theory in terms of the variables η = e−2φ and
ρˆ = ρ− φ due to the presence of the last induced term. In the ref. [4] it was shown that
the modification accounting the measures removes the black hole singularities if N < 24
in the semiclassical approximation.
In this letter such semicalssical analysis of the dilaton gravity coupled N scalar fields
defined by the action (1) is examined in the light-cone gauge. We shall find the modifica-
tion performed in the ref. [4] is not necessary in order to avoid the Hawking radiation of
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gravity-dilaton-ghost modes. Consequently it will be also shown that the singularity still
appears even for N < 24.
First we shall examine quantization of the pure gravity coupled to dilaton. The
measure should be defined with respect to the rescaled metric gˆµν . Therefore it would
make analysis to be transparent to rewrite the action (1) in terms of the rescaled metric.
Then the pure dilaton-gravity part of (1) turns out to be
S =
1
2pi
∫
d2x
√
−gˆ
[
e−2φRˆ + 4λ2
]
. (3)
Then dilaton acts as a Lagrange multiplier which enforces the rescaled metric to be always
flat; Rˆ = 0. Actually the action (3) is very similar to the gravitational model proposed
by Jackiw and Teitelboim.
[5]
Here we impose the light-cone gauge
[6]
to the rescaled metric as
gˆ−− = 0, gˆ+− = gˆ−+ = −
1
2
, (4)
where the definition of the light-cone coordinates follows the notation in the ref.[1]. Quan-
tization of Jackiw and Teitelboim’s model in the light-cone gauge has been studied by
the author.
[7]
It will be seen that we may proceed quantization of the dilaton-gravity in a
very similar way. Introducing Fadeev-Popov ghosts c± and antighosts b++ and b+−, the
gauge fixed action will be given by
S =
1
pi
∫
dx±
{
η∂2−gˆ++ + λ
2 + b++∂−c
+ + b+−(∂+c
+ + ∂−c
−)
}
, (5)
where η denotes e−2φ. If we regard η as an elementary field, then the action (5) is
free including the cosmological constant term. Indeed the correct measure of the dilaton
should be determined by consistency. Therefore we shall treat η as a free field and will
verify the consistency later. One more remark should be mentioned. As φ ranges −∞ to
∞, η ranges from 0 to ∞. To proceed quantization we will assume that such boundary
condition is harmless for the consistency.
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The action (5) is found to be invariant under the following BRST transformations,
δB gˆ++ = −∂+c− + c+∂+gˆ++ + c−∂−gˆ++ + 2∂+c+gˆ++,
δBη = c+∂+η + c
−∂−η,
δBc± = c+∂+c
± + c−∂−c
±,
δBb++ = T
′DG
++ + T
′Gh
++ ≡ T ′tot++ ,
δBb+− = T
′DG
+− + T
′Gh
+− ≡ T ′tot+− ,
(6)
where T ′++ and T
′
+− are given explicitly by
T ′DG++ = − (∂+ − ∂−gˆ++ + 2gˆ++∂−) ∂+η − ∂+gˆ++∂−η,
T ′DG+− = (∂+ + ∂−gˆ++) ∂−η + λ
2,
T ′Gh++ = c
+∂+b++ + 2∂+c
+b++ + c
−∂−b++,
T ′Gh+− = c
+∂+b+− + c
−∂−b+−.
(7)
T ′DG++ and T
′DG
+− in (7) are related to the energy -momentum tensor of the dilaton-gravity
system given by
Tµν = −
2pi√−gˆ
δS
δgˆµν
. (8)
Indeed the energy-momentum tensor is found to be
[7]
TDG++ = (−2gˆ++)2TDG−− + 2gˆ++T ′DG+− − T ′DG++ ,
TDG+− = −2gˆ++TDG−− − T ′DG+− ,
TDG−− = ∂
2
−η.
(9)
It is also straightforward to derive the conserved BRST currents corresponding to the
BRST transformations (6). They may be written down in terms of T ′++ and T
′
+− as
JBRST+ = c
+
(
T ′DG++ +
1
2
T ′Gh++
)
+ c−
(
T ′DG+− +
1
2
T ′Gh+−
)
,
JBRST− = c
+T ′DG+− .
(10)
Now we may proceed quantization explicitly, since the action (5) is free. The solutions
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of the equations of motion from (5) may be given by
gˆ++ = h++(x
+) + x−h+(x
+),
η = ω(x+) + x−ω+(x+),
c+ = cˆ+(x+),
c− = cˆ−(x+)− x−∂+cˆ+(x+),
b++ = bˆ++(x
+)− x−∂+bˆ+−(x+),
b+− = bˆ+−(x
+).
(12)
Canonical commutation relations lead us to operator product expansions between the
holomorphic fields introduced in (12),
ω+(x+)h++(y
+) ∼ 1
x+ − y+ ,
h+(x
+)ω(y+) ∼ 1
x+ − y+ ,
cˆ+(x+)bˆ++(y
+) ∼ 1
x+ − y+ ,
cˆ−(x+)bˆ+−(y
+) ∼ 1
x+ − y+ .
(13)
Also if we substitute (12) into (7), then the holomorphic energy -momentum tensor may
be obtained as
T
′DG(Gh)
++ = Tˆ
DG(Gh)
++ (x
+)− x−∂+TˆDG(Gh)+− (x+),
T
′DG(Gh)
+− = Tˆ
DG(Gh)
+− (x
+),
(14)
where
TˆDG++ (x
+) = −2h++∂+ω+ − ∂+h++ω+ − ∂2+ω + h+∂+ω,
TˆDG+− (x
+) = ∂+ω
+ + h+ω
+ + λ2,
TˆGh++(x
+) = 2∂+cˆ
+bˆ++ + cˆ
+∂+bˆ++ − cˆ−∂+bˆ+−,
TˆGh+−(x
+) = cˆ+∂+bˆ+−.
(15)
These are indeed the conserved currents for the residual symmetry after imposing the
light-cone gauge.
[7]
Now the quantum algebras between these currents can be derived by using the O.P.E.’s
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given by (13). After some manipulations they are found to be
TˆDG++ (x
+)TˆDG++ (y
+) ∼ 28/2
(x+ − y+)4 +
2TˆDG++ (y
+)
(x+ − y+)2 +
∂+Tˆ
DG
++ (y
+)
x+ − y+ ,
TˆDG+− (x
+)TˆDG+− (y
+) ∼ 0,
TˆDG++ (x
+)TˆDG+− (y
+) ∼ ∂+Tˆ
DG
+− (y
+)
x+ − y+
(16)
and
TˆGh++(x
+)TˆGh++(y
+) ∼ −28/2
(x+ − y+)4 +
2TˆGh++(y
+)
(x+ − y+)2 +
∂+Tˆ
Gh
++(y
+)
x+ − y+ ,
TˆGh+−(x
+)TˆGh+−(y
+) ∼ 0,
TˆGh++(x
+)TˆGh+−(y
+) ∼ ∂+Tˆ
Gh
+−(y
+)
x+ − y+ .
(17)
Thus it is seen that the central charge of the Virasoro algebras for the dilaton-gravity
sector and the ghost sector are found to be 28 and −28 respectively. Therefore this
dilaton-gravity system suffers no conformal anomaly without any modification.
Recently it has been pointed out by Cangemi and Jackiw
[8]
that the dilaton-gravity
action (3) may be reformulated as a topological gauge theory based on the Poincare´
group with central extension. The absence of anomaly would be expected naively from
this observation. Also it should be reminded that the modification is required to achieve
anomaly cancelation in the conformal gauge. This difference seems to come from different
choice of the gravitational variable. Of course it would not be expected for these two
formulations of quantum dilaton-gravity to give rise to different physics. However it will
be seen that the argument of the black hole evapolation based on the semiclassical analysis
must be affected.
We are now in a position to discuss two dimensional black hole formation and evapo-
lation by incorporating N scalar fields. The classical equations of motion from the action
(1) are easily found to give same black hole solutions as those obtained in the conformal
gauge. The action (1) turns out to be in the light-cone gauge
Sclass. =
1
pi
∫
dx±
{
η∂2−gˆ++ + λ
2 +
1
2
N∑
i=1
(∂+ + gˆ++∂−)ϕi∂−ϕi
}
. (18)
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Variation by the fields gˆ++, η and ϕi lead the following equations of motion,
∂2−η +
1
2
N∑
i=1
∂−ϕi∂−ϕi = 0,
∂2−gˆ++ = 0,
∂+∂−ϕi + ∂−(gˆ++∂−ϕi) = 0.
(19)
We must also impose the energy-momentum tensor as constraints, which come from the
equations of motion of gˆ+− and gˆ−−. They are given by
(∂+ + ∂−gˆ++)∂−η + λ
2 = 0,
(∂+ − ∂−gˆ++ + 2gˆ++∂−)∂+η + ∂+gˆ++∂−η + 1
2
N∑
i=1
(∂+ + 2gˆ++∂−)ϕi∂+ϕi = 0.
(20)
The second equation of (19) implies that gˆ++ gives a flat metric. Therefore it is always
possible to make gˆ++ to vanish by coordinate transformation. Then the other equations
reduce to
∂2+η = −
1
2
N∑
i=1
∂+ϕi∂+ϕi,
∂2−η = −
1
2
N∑
i=1
∂−ϕi∂−ϕi,
∂+∂−η = −λ2,
∂+∂−ϕi = 0,
(21)
which are identical to the equations obtained in the conformal gauge.
[1]
If we take the
matter to be a shock-wave traveling in the x− direction described by 12
∑N
i=1 ∂+ϕi∂+ϕi
= aδ(x+ − x+0 ), then the solution of the equations of (21) is given by
η = e−2φ = −a(x+ − x+0 )Θ(x+ − x+0 )− λ2x+x−. (22)
Since the space-time geometry is described by the physical metric gµν = e
2φgˆµν , this
solution indeed gives a black hole geometry.
[1]
In order to discuss the Hawking radiation and the black hole evapolation we have to
include the quantum corrections by the matter fields. At one-loop level the matter fields
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contribute the well-known conformal anomaly term
Scorr. = − N
96pi
∫
d2x
√−gR 1
∆
R (23)
to the effective action.
[9]
Here it should be noted that this non-local action is given in
terms of the physical metric gµν , not by the rescaled metric gˆµν , because the measures of
the matter are defined by using gµν .
[4]
If we rewrite (23) in terms of gˆµν and φ, then we
obtain
Scorr. = − N
96pi
∫
d2x
{√
−gˆRˆ 1
∆ˆ
Rˆ − 4
√
−gˆRˆφ− 4
√
−gˆ(∇ˆφ)2
}
. (24)
Now we shall examine the semiclassical equations of motion derived from the effective
action Seff. = Sclass. + Scorr. in the light-cone gauge (4). Introducing a new variable f
by gˆ++ ≡ −∂+f/∂−f , the anomaly term (24) may be rewritten into
Scorr. = −N
6
Γ+[f ] +
N
12pi
∫
dx±
{
φ∂2−gˆ++ − (∂+ + gˆ++∂−)φ∂−φ
}
. (25)
Here Γ+[f ] is so-called the gravitational WZNW action
[6] [10]
which is given by
Γ+[f ] =
1
8pi
∫
dx±
[
∂2−f∂+∂−f
(∂−f)2
− ∂+f
∂−f
(
∂2−f
∂−f
)2]
. (26)
The flux of Hawking radiation from a black hole formed by collapse of the infalling
shock-wave may be obtained by evaluating the energy-momentum tensor for the anomaly
term with respect to the black hole background (22). Through a bit tedious but staight-
forward calculations we may find the energy-momentum tensor to be
TP−− =−
N
24
[
∂3−f
∂−f
− 3
2
(
∂2−f
∂−f
)2]
+
N
12
[
∂2−φ− ∂−φ∂−φ
]
,
TP+− =− gˆ++TP−− −
N
24
∂2−gˆ++ +
N
12
[−gˆ++∂2−φ− (∂+ + ∂−gˆ++)∂−φ] ,
TP++ =gˆ
2
++T
P
−− −
N
48
[−6gˆ++∂2−gˆ++ + (∂−gˆ++)2 − 2∂+∂−gˆ++]
+
N
12
[3gˆ2++∂
2
−φ+ 2gˆ++(∂+ + ∂−gˆ++)∂−φ+ ∂+gˆ++∂−φ
+ (∂+ − ∂−gˆ++ + 2gˆ++∂−)∂+φ− (∂+φ+ 2gˆ++∂−φ)∂+φ].
(27)
However after inserting the classical black hole solution gˆ++ = 0 (or f = 0), they reduce
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to
TP−− =
N
12
[
∂2−φ− (∂−φ)2
]
,
TP+− =−
N
12
∂+∂−φ,
TP++ =
N
12
[
∂2+φ− (∂+φ)2
]
.
(28)
Therefore it is now apparent to reproduce Hawking radiation calculated in the conformal
gauge.
[1]
Lastly we shall examine the semiclassical equations of motion derived from the effec-
tive action Seff., which are sometimes refered as the CGHS equations in the conformal
gauge. Especially we are interested in the curvature singularity appearing in the CGHS
equations. Therefore we would like to focus our attention on the following equations
among several ones,
2
(
e−2φ − N
24
)
∂2−gˆ++ =
N
6
[∂+∂−φ− ∂−(gˆ++∂−φ)] ,
(∂+ + ∂−gˆ++ + gˆ++∂−)∂−
(
e−2φ +
N
12
φ
)
+ λ2 = −N
24
∂2−gˆ++.
(29)
On the other hand the physical curvature R is rewritten into
R = 4e−2φ
[
∂2−gˆ++ + 2∂−(∂+φ+ gˆ++∂−φ)
]
(30)
in terms of gˆ++ and φ. After eliminating the second derivatives in the expression (30) by
using the equations given in (28), we may easily obtain
R =
1
1− N12e2φ
[
4e−2φ(∂+φ+ gˆ++∂−φ)∂−φ+ λ
2
]
. (31)
Thus the curvature singularity appears certainly when the dilaton approaches to φ =
1
2 ln
12
N . This holds even for N < 24, which should be compared with the results in
the conformal gauge.
[4]
It is somehow curious that existence of the quantum black hole
singularity depends on the gauge choice. Rather this result seems to indicate that such
semiclassical analysis can not be justified for small N . Therefore full quantum treatment
of the dilaton gravity coupled to matter would be necessary to analyze the black hole
evapolation. Some attempts have been performed.
[11]
However the physics of quantum
black holes has not been completely clear yet and the analysis in the light-cone gauge
may be useful in this direction also.
9
Note added; Recently the model for dilaton gravity (1) has been examined in the
light-cone gauge also by Shen, while the gauge conditions are impodsed on the physical
metric.
[12]
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